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forwarded to the Kaiser. It was a masterpiece of an " inter-
view " or rather a series of interviews, and as I, a journalist,
had had a good deal of experience in this sphere, including
interviews with many crowned heads and not least with the
German Chancellor himself, I congratulated him, saying that
I had never done it so well myself and that it was an ever-
lasting pity that a first-rate journalist had been lost in out
respected host. Billow told us that his journalistic talents
had been perceived by The Times correspondent in Paris,
Blowitz. I remarked at the same time that Blowitz had not
only interviewed but occasionally had himself been inter-
viewed, among others, by Prince Hohenlohe, who repotted
many interviews with Blowitz in his memoirs, which indeed
were a compilation of a number of interviews. What made
them different from journalistic interviews, however, was
that Billow's predecessor confided all these conversations
only to his diaries and his wife, whereas we poor journalists
.are condemned to sell immediately what we have learned
because we are committed body and soul to our tormentors,
the newspaper proprietors athirst for sensation and gain.
. . , I also said I thought there was nothing in the Hohenlohe
memories to compare with Count Bulow's account of his
meetings with Witte.
But at Norderney the Chancellor did not work at full
pressure. -Not being a man of fire and iron, he did not give
his last ounce of physical and mental power to his profession.
His work therefore lacked that drive that was also absent
from his personality. But the completeness and finish of his
work and nature testified to his perfect balance and artistry
in life. Its polish was very rich.
I had ample opportunity to admire this artist in life who
was at the same time an artist in work. His mill never
wanted grist. Almost daily he alternated between pro-
fessional work, reading, social intercourse with many or the
best people of his country and his time, walked for hours,
and lived moderately and prudently. The bureaucrat will
denjr him the credit of being a great worker, for the average
official does not in the general way understand the idea of
artistry in life. But have I not myself often known him, when
his position has brought to his table some society gossip, to
withdraw opportunely on plea of urgent work ? And was

